


FOREWORD

We, at Team Vedhik is happy to introduce a new initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" compilations to help you with UPSC Civil Services 
Examination preparation. We believe this initiative - "Daily Current 
Affairs_The Hindu" would help students, especially beginners save time 
and streamline their preparations with regard to Current Affairs. A content 
page and an Appendix has been added segregating and mapping the 
content to the syllabus.
It is an appreciable efforts by Vedhik IAS Academy helping aspirants of 
UPSC Civil Services Examinations. I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to Dr. Babu Sebastian, former VC - MG University in extending 
all support to this endeavour. Finally I also extend my thanks to thank 
Ms. Shilpa Sasidharan and Mr. Shahul Hameed for their assistance in the 
preparing the compilations. 
We welcome your valuable comments so that further improvement may 
be made in the forthcoming material. We look forward to feedback, 
comments and suggestions on how to improve and add value for students. 
Every care has been taken to avoid typing errors and if any reader comes 
across any such error, the authors shall feel obliged if they are informed 
at their Email ID.
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The Ministry of Home A�airs
(MHA) said on Wednesday
that around 18,000 Kashmiri
Pandits and other devotees
visited the Kheer Bhawani
temple in Kashmir Valley’s
Ganderbal district on Jyesh-
tha Ashtami.

The statement comes in
the wake of a string of target-
ed attacks against Kashmiri
Pandits and members of the
Hindu community in the Val-
ley since October 2021. Many
Pandits have left the Valley
in the past few days citing
threat to life. The festival
couldn’t be held in 2020 and
2021 due to COVID-19.

The MHA said that over

the years, the Kheer Bhawa-
ni congregation has become
a symbol of communal har-
mony and brotherhood in
Kashmir.

“Elaborate security arran-
gements were made and the
event was monitored by
Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha,” the statement said.

Around 2,500 Kashmiri
Pandit devotees participated
in the evening aarti, the Mi-
nistry said. The religious
sanctity of the Mata Kheer
Bhawani temple, built atop a
holy spring, has a special
spiritual signi�cance among
Kashmir Pandit devotees
across the world.

The MHA said that a free
bus service was run from Sri-
nagar Airport, Tourist Re-
ception Centre, Dal Lake
Side Nehru Park, Shankara-
charya Temple, Shivpora, Bi-
bi Cantt, Indira Nagar, etc.,
in areas where Hindu com-
munities live in large
numbers.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said in a tweet, “Happy

Jyestha Ashtami to all, espe-
cially Kashmiri Pandit sisters
and brothers. We pray to Ma-
ta Kheer Bhawani for eve-
ryone’s well-being and
prosperity.”

Nine persons were killed
in targeted killing in the past
two months in Kashmir, in-
cluding four members of the
minority community. 

The killings result in a
grim situation for the Pan-
dits, many of whom have al-
ready migrated outside the
Valley. However, devotees
said they were hopeful the
situation would improve. 

Besides Kashmir Pandits,
scores of tourists also visited
the temple during the
festival.

‘18,000 Pandits visit Kheer Bhawani temple’
This congregation has become a symbol of communal harmony and brotherhood in Kashmir: MHA
Special Correspondent
New Delhi/Srinagar

Devotees performing aarti in front of a sacred pond at the
Kheer Bhawani Temple on Wednesday. * NISSAR AHMAD
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India and Vietnam on Wed-
nesday signed a Memoran-
dum of Understanding
(MoU) on mutual logistics
support during the ongoing
visit of Defence Minister Raj-
nath Singh to the Southeast
Asian nation.

“The Defence Ministers
signed the ‘Joint Vision State-
ment on India-Vietnam De-
fence Partnership towards
2030’, which will signi�cant-
ly enhance the scope and
scale of existing defence
cooperation,” the Indian De-
fence Ministry said in a
statement.

“In these times of increas-
ing cooperative engage-
ments between the defence
forces of the two countries,
this is a major step towards

simplifying procedures for
mutually bene�cial logistic
support and is the �rst such
major agreement which Viet-
nam has signed with any

country,” the statement said
on the logistics agreement.

“Had an excellent meeting
with General Phan Van
Giang,” Mr. Singh said on
Twitter after the meeting
with his Vietnamese counter-
part. “We had wide-ranging
discussions on e�ective and
practical initiatives to further
expand bilateral defence en-
gagements and regional and
global issues.”

“Our close defence and se-
curity cooperation is an im-
portant factor of stability in
the Indo-Paci�c region,” Mr.
Singh added.

India has signed several
logistics agreements includ-

ing with all Quad countries,
France, Singapore and South
Korea beginning with the Lo-
gistics Exchange Memoran-
dum of Agreement with the
U.S. in 2016.

Logistics agreements are
administrative arrangements
facilitating access to military
facilities for exchange of fuel
and provisions on mutual
agreement simplifying logis-
tical support and increasing
operational turnaround of
the military when operating
away from India.

Both Ministers also agreed
for early �nalisation of $US
500 million Defence Line of
Credit extended to Vietnam.

Mr. Singh also announced
gifting two simulators and
monetary grant towards set-
ting up of Language and IT
Lab at Air Force O�cers
Training School for capacity
building of Vietnamese
armed forces.

Mr. Singh began his o�-
cial visit by paying respects
to President Ho Chi Minh at
his Mausoleum in Hanoi. In-
dia and Vietnam share a
Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership since 2016 and
defence cooperation is a key
pillar of this partnership.
Vietnam is an important
partner in India’s Act East
policy.

India and Vietnam sign mutual logistics agreement 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and his Vietnam counterpart, General Phan Van Giang, sign a joint vision statement

Minister Rajnath Singh with his Vietnam counterpart General
Phan Van Giang at a meeting in Hanoi on Wednesday. * PTI 

Dinakar Peri
NEW DELHI 
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“Recognising” the Indian go-
vernment’s “great e�orts” in
supporting Sri Lanka, China
on Wednesday expressed
willingness to work with In-
dia and the international
community to help Sri Lan-
ka tide over its crushing eco-
nomic crisis. 

In a media brie�ng held in
Beijing, Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Zhao Lijian
outlined the Chinese govern-
ment’s recent humanitarian
assistance totalling 500 mil-
lion RMB (approximately
$73 million) to Sri Lanka.
“We also noted the Indian
government made great ef-
forts in this aspect. We re-
cognise that, and we are will-
ing to work with India and
other members of the inter-
national community to help
Sri Lanka and other coun-
tries with di�culties to help
these developing countries
to get through this situa-
tion,” he said. 

China’s o�cial acknow-
ledgement of Indian assis-
tance to Sri Lanka — totalling
$3.5 billion this year by way
of currency swaps, loan de-
ferments, and credit lines —
is signi�cant, coming amid a
well-known geopolitical con-
test between the two powers
in Sri Lanka. Earlier this
year, China expressed disap-
pointment over Colombo re-
placing a proposed Chinese
energy project in three is-
lands o� the northern Ja�na
peninsula with an Indian
project. 

“Interrupting a project
won through a competitive
bidding process [backed by
the Asian Development
Bank] does not send out a
good message for foreign in-
vestors looking at Sri Lan-
ka,” the Chinese Ambassa-
dor in Colombo told the
media in March. Echoing the

sentiment on Wednesday,
the Chinese o�cial ob-
served: “We believe Sri Lan-
ka will also work actively to
protect the legitimate rights
and interests of foreign in-
vestors and partners, and al-
so uphold the stability and
credibility of its �nancing
and business environment.”

China is one of Sri Lanka’s
top two bilateral creditors,
along with Japan. Chinese
loans, however, make up
about 10% of the island’s ex-
ternal debt that is dominat-
ed by market borrowings.  In
April 2022, Sri Lanka decid-
ed to pre-emptively default
on all its foreign debt of
about $50 billion to cope
with a foreign exchange
crunch that left the country
with no dollars to pay for
even essential imports. 

Debt default 
Following Colombo’s an-
nouncement on its debt de-
fault, Chinese institutions
“immediately had discus-
sions with Sri Lankan side to
properly resolve the debts”,
Mr. Zhao said, expressing
hope that “Sri Lanka will
work actively with China to
discuss the appropriate set-
tlement”. Further, China
“stands ready to work with
relevant countries and inter-
national �nancial institu-
tions to continuously help
Sri Lanka in dealing with the

current circumstances and
easing its debt burden to
achieve sustainable develop-
ment”, the o�cial said, amid
speculation in Colombo over
China’s possible response to
a debt restructure pro-
gramme prescribed by the
International Monetary
Fund (IMF).

Colombo has sought the
IMF’s help on debt restruc-
turing and economic revival.
Prime Minister Ranil Wickre-
mesinghe, who spoke to the
IMF chief on Tuesday, urged
the Fund’s team to visit Sri
Lanka “as soon as possible”
to �nalise the sta�-level
agreement, his o�ce said. 

Sri Lanka has also sought
help from China and Japan.
As part of its assistance dur-
ing the pandemic, China ex-
tended $2.8 billion in assis-
tance to Sri Lanka. But
Colombo has raised concern
over not being able to access
the swap, that is contingent
on Colombo showing adeq-
uate foreign reserves for
three months. 

“We have not had foreign
exchange reserves for three
months since the loan was
taken…We have requested
the Chinese government to
consider removing that con-
dition from the agreement
that has been signed with
them,” Mr. Wickremesinghe
told Sri Lanka Parliament on
Wednesday. 

New Delhi has made great e�orts to help Colombo: Beijing 
Meera Srinivasan
Colombo 

Across the sea: A cargo ship carrying humanitarian aid from
India to Sri Lanka arriving at a port in Colombo. * FILE PHOTO

Willing to work with India to
help Sri Lanka, says China 
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U.S. President Joseph Biden cannot
forget his recent �ve-day visit to Asia.
Hours after he left to return to the
U.S., North Korea test-�red three bal-
listic missiles even as it is preoccu-
pied with a ‘fever’ in the country. Ja-
pan’s Defence Minister said Chinese
and Russian �ghter jets carried out
joint �ights over the Sea of Japan and
the East China Sea on May 24 as lead-
ers of the Quad met in Tokyo. And
when Air Force One landed in the
U.S., Mr. Biden became witness to
the sparring between Republicans
and Democrats about gun control le-
gislation in the aftermath of a shoot-
ing at an elementary school in Texas
which claimed 21 lives, of which 19
were children.

Biden’s Asian visit
Still, in the assessment of the Biden
White House, the outcome of the
Asian trip could not have been bet-
ter. The new conservative South Ko-
rean government showed willingness
to turn the heat on North Korea and
said it would even expand the pre-
sence of a U.S. missile defence sys-
tem in the country, which had earlier
angered China. In Japan, the admi-
nistration promised him that it was
ready to do away with its long-stand-
ing 1% GDP ceiling for annual de-
fence spending.

Against the backdrop of growing
concern over Chinese military activi-
ty in the region, Mr. Biden said at a
press conference that the U.S. would
intervene militarily to defend Taiwan
if it came under attack from China.
The jury is still out on whether this
unusually forceful statement by the
President was a ga�e or a well-
thought-out response. In any event,
the President and members of his de-
legation were quick to walk back and
clarify that there is no change in the
substance of American foreign poli-
cy, which is still governed by the Tai-
wan Relations Act. As per the 1979
Congressional law, the U.S. “shall
provide Taiwan with arms of a defen-
sive character” so that the region can
defend itself; the law says nothing

about the U.S. being required to step
in militarily to defend Taiwan in the
event of an invasion by China. But
Mr. Biden made some folks happy in
the region even if the primary pur-
pose of his visit was not about clarify-
ing ‘strategic ambiguity’.

It is no secret that the Indo-Paci�c
region has been under pressure and
East Asia, in particular, has had to
weather repeated storms. South Ko-
rea and Japan face regular nuclear
and missile threats from North Ko-
rea. China not only challenges inter-
national maritime laws in the South
China Sea, but also confronts Japan
over the Senkaku Islands. Six na-
tions, including China and Taiwan,
are involved in the dispute over the
Spratly Islands, which are supposed-
ly sitting on vast reserves of oil and
natural gas. China has vigorously mil-
itarised some portions of the disput-
ed isles, islets and coral reefs; and
countries like Vietnam and the Phi-
lippines are anxious not to be left
behind.

The IPEF framework
The buzzword in the Indo-Paci�c
that President Biden wanted to em-
phasise was China. Nearly every one
of the nations in this part of the
world recognises the assertiveness
and aggressiveness of Beijing, which
is seen as wanting to be at the centre
of things and on its terms, but few
are able to come up with a strategy to
deal with China. And one way that
the Biden administration has sought
to get around this is by establishing
an Indo-Paci�c Economic Frame-

work (IPEF) with Australia, Brunei,
India, Indonesia, Japan, South Ko-
rea, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Phi-
lippines, Singapore, Thailand, and
Vietnam. The IPEF will work on �ne-
tuning four major pillars: standards
and rules for digital trade; resilient
supply chains; green energy commit-
ments; and fair trade.

But �rst indications are that while
the IPEF may be a good idea, there is
discontent that the framework does
not address issues of trade and ta-
ri�s. The Biden administration
would not want to touch this with a
barge pole, especially with mid-term
elections barely �ve months away. “I
think what the U.S. has to o�er, and
the only thing the U.S. has to o�er, is
money. Which some, I think, will be
forthcoming, particularly for clean
energy, maybe even some for supply
chain resilience, and anti-corrup-
tion,” Professor of Law and Trade
Bryan Mercurio at the Chinese Un-
iversity of Hong Kong said. “But of
course, what Asian partners really
want is trade. I think they want mar-
ket access. And the trade component
of the IPEF is really lacking.”

There are two facets to the Asia
Paci�c/Indo-Paci�c that any adminis-
tration in Washington must pay at-
tention to. One is that China’s neigh-
bours would rather balance relations
between Washington and Beijing.
But as Michael Schuman said in a
piece in The Atlantic, the message to
Chinese President Xi Jinping should
be loud and clear: “As in Europe,
where Vladimir Putin’s aggression is
uniting the rest of the region against

him, so too in Asia is an aggressive
China entrenching, not weakening,
American power.”

On the other hand is the extent to
which countries in the region will
want to get on the anti-China band-
wagon, economic or strategic.
Whether it is in East, Southeast or
South Asia, every country has its
own unique relationship with Beij-
ing. South Korea and Japan are part
of a strong American security/stra-
tegic partnership but will be keen on
maintaining their economic status
with China. This is also true for the
Association of South East Asian Na-
tions. India may be a part of the
Quad, but is quite mindful that it is
the only country in the group that
shares a land border with China
which is laced with disputes.

An uphill task
It is useful to recall what Singapore
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said
at the International Conference on
the Future of Asia in Tokyo on May
26: “In response to geopolitical ten-
sions, countries have increasingly
emphasised resilience and national
security considerations over the eco-
nomic gains from free trade and in-
vestment �ows but they should be
very careful about taking extreme
measures, pre-emptively before con-
�icts arise. Whether to disconnect
themselves from global supply
chains and strive for reshoring or to
go for “friend-shoring” and to cut o�
countries that are not allies or
friends... such actions shut o� ave-
nues for regional growth and cooper-
ation, deepen divisions between
countries, and may precipitate the
very con�icts that we all hope to
avoid”.

For all the tough talking prior to
the bilateral talks or at the time of the
Quad summit, the four leaders of the
Quad did not mention Russia or Chi-
na in the Joint Statement, for each of
them understands the sensitivities.
Further, President Biden is percep-
tive and aware of the vagaries of U.S.
lawmakers. As it is, foreign policy has
little traction and with Democrats ex-
pected to perform poorly on Novem-
ber 8, legislation, especially pertain-
ing to funding for external initiatives,
is going to be an uphill task.

Sridhar Krishnaswami is a former senior
journalist in Washington who covered North
America and the United Nations

While the IPEF may be a good idea, the framework does not address issues of trade and tari�s 

The leaders of Australia, the U.S., India and Japan at the Quad summit in
Tokyo. * AP 

Dealing with the Indo-Paci�c is not easy 

Sridhar Krishnaswami
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The story so far: Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine and the subsequent sanctions on its
economy have sent global food prices
soaring, threatening to push millions of
people, especially those in low-income
countries, into starvation. Ukraine and its
allies in the West have accused Russia of
weaponising food, saying that its blockade of
Ukraine’s Black Sea ports is the primary
reason for the rising prices, while Moscow
has blamed Western sanctions for the crisis.
As the war, in its fourth month now, is still
raging in Ukraine’s east with no political
solution on the horizon, the United Nations
and Turkey have initiated talks with the
Russian leadership to facilitate the exports of
grains and fertilizers from Russia and
Ukraine.

How serious is the food crisis?
Many countries were facing growing food
insecurity even before Russia’s war. Climate
shocks, con�icts and the COVID-19 pandemic
had disrupted supply chains, pumping up
prices of both commodities and crops. The
war in Ukraine has aggravated this situation.
As of June 1, 2022, the Agricultural Price
Index was 40% higher compared to January
2021, according to the World Bank. Maize
and wheat prices rose 42% and 60%,
respectively, from the levels of January 2021.
Global food, fuel and fertilizer prices are
projected to be sharply higher this year and
will remain elevated into 2024, the Bank
estimates. 

Almost all economies in the world have
been hit by higher food prices. Across the
western world, there’s a cost-of-living crisis
with food and energy prices rocketing. In the
U.S., Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen told
senators on Tuesday that the country was
facing “unacceptable levels of in�ation”
which would stay so in the coming years. In
the U.K., in�ation numbers have already hit
a 40-year high. Almost 90% of emerging
markets and developing economies
experienced food price in�ation greater than
5% this year. Low-income countries that are
reliant on imports for basic food
consumption, are the hardest hit. According
to the UN World Food Programme (WFP),
Ethiopia, Nigeria, South Sudan and Yemen
remain at ‘highest alert’ as hotspots with
“catastrophic conditions”, as Afghanistan
and Somalia are added to this category.

How important are Russia and Ukraine
for global food security?
Russia and Ukraine together account for
more than a quarter of the world's wheat
supplies. Russia’s share in the global exports
of wheat, the world’s most widely grown
crop, is some 20%, while Ukraine accounts
for 8%, according to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS). Wheat is a staple food for at least 35%
of the world’s population, as per the
estimates of the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). About 50 countries
depend on Russia and Ukraine for more than
30% of their wheat imports, according to the
FAO. If Azerbaijan and Georgia source more
than 80% of their imported wheat from
Russia and Ukraine, Turkey, Egypt,
Bangladesh and Lebanon meet over 60% of
their imports from these two countries.
Besides wheat, Ukraine is the world’s eighth
largest producer and fourth largest exporter
of corn, accounting for 16% of global
exports. Furthermore, Ukraine, which
produces up to 46% of sun�ower-seed and
sa�ower oil is the world’s largest exporter of
sun�ower oil. So, the war and the sanctions
have clearly hit the world’s bread basket
region, adding pressure on food prices.

What is causing the crisis?
Before the Russian invasion of Ukraine
started, Ukraine had the capacity to export
up to six million tonnes of wheat, barley and
maize a month, mainly through its ports in
the Black Sea/Sea of Azov. In the eight
months before the war, some 51 million
tonnes of grain were exported through
Ukraine’s Black Sea ports, according to the
WFP. But exports have collapsed since the

invasion as the Russian war e�ort is entirely
focused on Ukraine’s eastern and southern
parts along the Black Sea/Sea of Azov coast.
Now, several Ukrainian port cities, including
Mariupol, Kherson and Berdyansk, are
under Russian control. Although the
southern cities of Mykolaiv and Odessa,
which is known as the ‘Pearl of the Black
Sea’, are still with the Ukrainians,
commercial ships cannot dock at these ports
because of two reasons — Ukraine has mined
the waters around these ports as a deterrent
against potential Russian attacks and Russia
has enforced a naval blockade in the waters
of the Black Sea.

These factors have in e�ect brought
exports from Ukraine to a grinding halt.
According to Ukrainian authorities, more
than 20 million tonnes of grain are stuck in
warehouses and containers. June marks the
beginning of a harvesting season in Ukraine
and this season, the country is expected to
produce some 30 million tonnes of corn,
wheat and sun�ower oil, half of which are
meant to be exported. But unless the
blockade is lifted and Ukraine starts exports,
the country would not even �nd enough
warehousing capacity to store this year’s
harvest. This would make the food crisis
worse.

Besides the blockade, the western
sanctions on Russia are also contributing to
the crisis. Russia, besides being the world’s
top wheat exporter, is also a leading
exporter of fertilizer, an essential
commodity for food production. Russia and
its ally Belarus together account for some
38% of potassic fertilizers, 17% of compound
fertilizers, and 15% of nitrogenous fertilizers.
Fertilizer prices are also on the rise, which
would make food production costlier.
Russia’s food and fertilizer sectors were not
directly targeted by western sanctions, but
the sanctions on its �nancial sector, which
made payments di�cult for Russia, has

complicated its exports, including food
grains. Also, the targeted sanctions on
Russian oligarchs have choked �nances for
the agricultural industry. 

Is there a way out?
Russia has suggested that it would resume
exports (not sure whether Ukrainian or
Russian grains) from the ports on the Sea of
Azov that it controls (Mariupol and
Berdyansk) and that it would open a
corridor for commercial vessels in the Black
Sea if Ukraine demines the ports it controls
(mainly Odessa and Mykolaiv). But these
proposals, which were discussed in Ankara
on Wednesday, could be implemented only
as part of a deal between Moscow and Kyiv,
with blessings from the West as Russia seeks
sanctions relief in return for opening the
maritime corridor. Ukraine, however, is
sceptical, saying it doesn’t trust Moscow. No
breakthrough has been achieved so far. 

Ukraine has little good options to ship its
grains out of the country if its ports remain
blockaded. One option is to transfer the
grains overland to the Baltic states, either

through Poland or Belarus, and then ship
them out from the Baltic Sea ports.
According to UN o�cials, Kyiv has dismissed
the proposal to seek help from Belarus, a
Russian ally that also faces western
sanctions. A Wall Street Journal report
stated on Tuesday that the U.S. State
Department also stays staunchly opposed to
giving any concession to Belarus in return
for help for moving food grains. Moving
them overland via Poland is challenging
because the rail track gauge in Poland is
smaller than that of former Soviet countries
such as Ukraine and the Baltic states — this
means cargoes will have to be moved to
di�erent trains at the Polish-Ukraine border
and then again at the Polish-Lithuania
border to start exporting them from the
Baltic ports. So, the only practical solution to
take Ukrainian grains to the global markets is
to open the Black Sea routes. And to ease the
pressure on global food items, Russia will
also have to step up exports of both grains
and fertilizers. For this, Kyiv and its allies
may have to strike a deal with Russian
President Vladimir Putin.

EXPLAINER 

Why are food prices rising? Does Ukraine have other options of exporting its grain other than the Black Sea routes? 

The Ukraine war and the global food crisis 
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Many countries were facing growing
food insecurity even before Russia’s
war. Climate shocks, con�icts, the
COVID-19 pandemic had disrupted
supply chains, pumping up prices of
both commodities and crops

THE GIST
B Global food prices are on
the rise. Ukraine and its
allies accuse Russia of
weaponising food, saying
that its blockade of
Ukraine’s Black Sea ports is
the primary reason for the
rising prices, while Moscow
has blamed Western
sanctions for the crisis.

B Before the Russian
invasion of Ukraine started,
Ukraine had the capacity to
export up to six million
tonnes of wheat, barley and
maize a month, mainly
through its ports in the
Black Sea/Sea of Azov. Now,
several Ukrainian port cities
are under Russian control
and have thus brought
exports from Ukraine to a
grinding halt. While Russia’s
food and fertilizer sectors
are not directly targeted by
western sanctions, the
sanctions on its �nancial
sector, which makes
payments di�cult for
Russia, has complicated its
exports, including
foodgrains. 

B Both the UN and Turkey
have initiated talks with
Russia to �nd a solution to
resume exporting both
Ukrainian and Russian grain,
but no breakthrough has
been achieved so far. Russia
and Ukraine together
account for more than a
quarter of the world’s
wheat supplies. 

Stanly Johny

Unused piles: Scattered grain sits inside a warehouse damaged by Russian attacks in Cherkaska Lozova, outskirts of Kharkiv,
eastern Ukraine on May 28. * AP
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India could soon allow trad-
ers to ship out about 1.2 mil-
lion tonnes (MT) of wheat as
it sought to clear cargoes
stuck at ports since last
month's sudden ban of ex-
ports of the grain, govern-
ment and trade sources said
on Wednesday.

But even after New Del-
hi's permission to export
that much, about 500,000
tonnes of wheat could re-
main sitting at ports, as
some traders had failed to
secure export permits, the
sources with knowledge of
the matter told Reuters.

New Delhi banned wheat
exports in a surprise move
on May 14, but said it would
allow overseas shipments
backed by already-issued
letters of credit (LCs) and to

countries that request sup-
plies "to meet their food se-
curity needs". Based on LCs
issued before May 14, the go-
vernment would issue regis-
tration certi�cates required
for wheat exports, said two
senior government o�cials
who declined to be named.

Following the export ban,
at least 1.7 million tonnes
were still lying at ports, rais-
ing quality concerns due to
looming monsoon rains.

India said to soon allow
wheat exports of 1.2 MT
‘1.7 MT at ports; rains may hit quality’
Reuters
MUMBAI/NEW DELHI
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Uttarakhand Chief Minister Pushkar Singh
Dhami recently set up a committee to pre-
pare a draft Uniform Civil Code (UCC) for the
State. Several leaders of BJP-ruled States
have batted for a UCC in India. Though im-
plementation of a UCC has been a key agen-
da of the BJP and has found a mention in the
last two manifestos, the party’s regional
leaders have been more vocal in champion-
ing this cause than its national leaders. One
wonders whether the BJP is employing a bot-
tom-up strategy to accomplish its long-stand-
ing ideological goal, by urging a few States to
pass their respective UCCs so that it can use
these for its national campaign for one.

Opposition to UCC
Muslim groups, particularly Ulemas, have
been opposed to the idea of a UCC for a long
time. The Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind, led by Mah-
mood Asad Madani, recently passed a reso-
lution against a UCC at a meeting in Deoband
which was attended by over 2,500 of its
members. The All India Muslim Personal
Law Board (AIMPLB) has been consistently
opposing a UCC because it fears that such a
code will undermine Muslim identity. In-
deed, it owes its existence to this fear. The
AIMPLB was set up in 1973 at the initiative of
Muhammad Taiyab, who was then Muhta-
mim of the Deoband madrasa. When H.R.
Gokhale, as Law Minister, tabled an Adop-
tion Bill in Parliament, which was not consis-
tent with Muslim religious laws on guardian-
ship, Muslim clergies were anxious. They
saw the Bill as a precursor to a UCC. A small
meeting took place in Deoband followed by a
larger congregation in Mumbai on December
27-28, 1972. The AIMPLB was born four
months later. The fear of a UCC and the pre-
servation of Muslim personal law were the
reasons for the formation of the AIMLAB. Ov-
er the years, the body began to champion di-
verse Muslim issues such as protection of dis-
puted Islamic religious structures.

Ever since the passage of the Hindu Code
Bill, the Hindu Right is of the view that Mus-
lims are being pampered by being allowed to
have their own personal laws in a Hindu ma-
jority country and therefore need to be ‘dis-
ciplined’ and brought under a UCC. In 1996,
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee called
for a national debate on UCC during his
speech against a no-con�dence motion in
Parliament. During the speech, he appreciat-

ed the practice of consent by brides in Mus-
lim marriage rituals as progressive. One
wonders how the Hindu Right would react if
this practice is accepted as part of a UCC.
Responding to the debate, former Prime Mi-
nister P.V. Narasimha Rao cited the age-old
tradition of marriages between uncles and
nieces among Hindus in Andhra Pradesh,
and challenged the BJP to address it. Should
this tradition of Hindus of Andhra be abol-
ished or be made applicable among Hindus
outside Andhra? The truth is that there are
plenty of customs and traditions in Hindu so-
ciety that have to be creatively addressed to
do justice to the idea of a UCC. Moreover, Fla-
via Agnes and other feminists have recog-
nised many anti-women biases in the Hindu
Code Bill, which are not adequately brought
forward in Indian public debate. This has re-
sulted in the public perception that Muslim
personal laws alone need reform.

What will a UCC look like?
It is plausible that a serious and honest exer-
cise might end up causing more consterna-
tion in Hindu society than in Muslim society.
In an erudite inaugural remark, Upendra
Baxi, in a workshop on ‘Dispelling Rhetorics:
Law of Divorce and Gender Equality in Is-
lam’ in 2017, said: “Do we know enough
about the personal law of various tribal com-
munities from which the UCC may choose?...
Do we know enough about the religious per-
sonal law of other Indian communities? It is a
sad mistake to think UCC is all about Hindu-
Muslim relations and identities...”.

The BJP has been able to realise two of its
key ideological agendas over the last eight
years: abrogating special status for Jammu
and Kashmir and facilitating the construc-
tion of a Ram Mandir in Ayodhya. Compara-
tively speaking, the task of realising a UCC is
not going to be easy. The truth is, the caste
system which is integral to Hindu society ce-
lebrates hierarchy, which in turn is incom-
patible with the idea of uniformity or equal-
ity. Sadly, since independence, no group,
either in favour of or against a UCC, has been
able to prepare a text of what a UCC would
realistically mean for a confusingly diverse
Indian society. Given the toxic political cli-
mate of our time, it is plausible that the ef-
forts by various BJP State-level regimes may
lend a majoritarian spin to such an exercise.
Such an outcome will raise the political tem-
perature of numerous secular groups and re-
ligious minorities and invite enduring dis-
sent against a UCC.

Shaikh Mujibur Rehman teaches at the Jamia Millia
Central University, New Delhi, and is the author of a
forthcoming book, ‘Sikwa- e- Hind: The Political
Future of Indian Muslims’

The future of a Uniform Civil Code 
It is plausible that a serious and honest exercise might end
up causing more consternation among Hindus than Muslims 

Shaikh Mujibur Rehman
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political parties, including by so-called ‘secular
forces’. This secularism has dispelled all values
from the core idea and replaced them with
opportunism. Opportunistic distance
(engagement or disengagement), but mainly
opportunistic alliance with religious communities,
particularly for the sake of immediate electoral
bene�t, is its unspoken slogan. Indi�erent to
freedom and equality-based religious reform, it
has removed critical from the term ‘critical
respect’ and bizarrely interpreted ‘respect’ to
mean cutting deals with aggressive or orthodox
sections of religious groups — unlocking the Babri
Masjid/Ram temple for puja, and forsaking
women’s rights in the Shah Bano case. It has even
been complicit in igniting communal violence.
This party-political ‘secular’ state, cozying up
alternately to the fanatical fringe of the minority
and the majority, was readymade for takeover by
a majoritarian party. This was accomplished by
removing the word ‘all’ and replacing it by
‘majority’: respect only the majority religion;
never criticise it, but recklessly demonise others;
and ridding the state of the corrupt practice of
opportunistic distance not by restoring principled
distance but magically abolishing distance
altogether. This is untrammelled majoritarianism
masquerading as secularism, one that opposes
‘pseudo-secularism’ without examining its own
equally unethical practices.

Today, Indian constitutional secularism is
swallowed up by this party-political secularism,
with not a little help from the Opposition, media
and judiciary. Yet, I hesitate to pronounce the
death of constitutional secularism. Grounded in
millennia-old pluralist traditions, it cannot easily
be brushed aside. Instead, I prefer the word
‘setback’. Brakes have been suddenly applied to
this largely state-driven political project of dealing
with inter-religious issues such as communal
harmony. It has come to a screeching halt, broken
down. Does secularism then have a future?

Two crucial moves
I suggest two crucial moves to kick-start the
discourse and practice of secularism. First, a shift
of focus from a politically-led project to a
socially-driven movement for justice. Second, a
shift of emphasis from inter-religious to
intra-religious issues. I invoke the name of two
great leaders, B.R. Ambedkar and Jawaharlal
Nehru, to make my point. B.R. Ambedkar
dispassionately observed that when two roughly
equal communities view each other as enemies,
they get trapped in a majority-minority
syndrome, a vicious cycle of spiralling political
con�ict and social alienation. This was true in the
1930s and the 1940s. Today, feeling extremely
vulnerable, Indian Muslims appear to have opted
out of this syndrome. When this happens, the
syndrome implodes. The result is neither open
con�ict nor harmony, simply an exiled existence
for Muslims in their own homeland.

B.R. Ambedkar also claimed that when
communities view each other as a menace, they
tend to close ranks. This has another debilitating
impact: all dissent within the community is
muzzled and much needed internal reforms are
stalled. If so, the collapse of the syndrome
unintentionally throws up an opportunity. As the
focus shifts from the other to oneself, it may allow
deeper introspection within, multiple dissenting
voices to resurface, create conditions to root out
intra-religious injustices, and make its members

The future of Indian secularism 
With various West Asian nations condemning
comments made by BJP spokespersons on Prophet
Muhammed and Islam, the discourse on
secularism and religious tolerance has once again
become prominent. In this article dated August 12,
2020, Rajeev Bhargava is optimistic that
constitutional secularism can be revived and
brought back as the backbone of Indian
democracy.

Our public discourse is resounding with
triumphalism on the one hand, and lament on the
other over the death or defeat of secularism. It
seems as if the bhoomi pujan has burnt its bodily
remains, and if anyone cares to claim it, the ashes
of secularism will be buried near a dargah or
immersed in the Saryu. As a child of the republic
founded in 1950, one part of me wishes to join the
lament. But the other part, nudging me to
contemplate this moment, asks: does anything in
India ever die? Silenced, yes; forced temporarily
to go underground, maybe; transmigrate to
another bodily form under a di�erent name,
possibly. But death? Gone forever? No!

Three years ago, on August 6, 2017, I had
written, in this very paper — in the article,
Constitutional or party-political secularism? — that
secularism has paid a heavy price in our country
for being at the centre of public and political
discourse. It has been persistently misused and
abused. Distinguishing it from constitutional
political secularism, I called this abused entity,
‘party-political secularism’.

Respect and critique
Constitutional secularism is marked by at least
two features. First, critical respect for all religions.
Unlike some secularisms, ours is not blindly
anti-religious but respects religion. Unlike the
secularisms of pre-dominantly single religious
societies, it respects not one but all religions.
However, given the virtual impossibility of
distinguishing the religious from the social, as B.R.
Ambedkar famously observed, every aspect of
religious doctrine or practice cannot be
respected. Respect for religion must be
accompanied by critique.

It follows that our state must respectfully leave
religion alone but also intervene whenever
religious groups promote communal disharmony
and discrimination on grounds of religion (an
inter-religious matter) or are unable to protect
their own members from the oppressions they
perpetuate (an intra-religious issue). Therefore,
and this is its second feature, the Indian state
abandons strict separation but keeps a principled
distance from all religions. For instance, it cannot
tolerate untouchability or leave all personal laws
as they are. Equally, it may non-preferentially
subsidise schools run by religious communities.
Thus, it has to constantly decide when to engage
or disengage, help or hinder religion depending
entirely on which of these enhances our
constitutional commitment to freedom, equality
and fraternity. This constitutional secularism
cannot be sustained by governments alone but
requires collective commitment from an impartial
judiciary, a scrupulous media, civil society
activists, and an alert citizenry.

Advent of opportunism
Party-political secularism, born around 40 years
ago, is a nefarious doctrine practised by all

free and equal. After all, the Indian project of
secularism has been thwarted as much by
party-politics as by religious orthodoxy and
dogma.

Europe’s example
Here, Europe’s example helps. The �ght against
the oppression of the church was as much a
popular struggle as it was driven by the state.
Europe’s secularism provided a principle to �ght
intra-religious oppressions. Nehru understood
this. For him, secularism was not only a project of
civic friendship among religious communities but
also of opposition to religion-based caste and
gender oppressions — an endeavour at the heart
of our own socially-driven freedom and
equality-oriented reform movements in the 19th
century. For the moment, the state-driven
political project of secularism and its legal
constitutional form appear to have taken a hit. But
precisely this ‘setback’ can be turned into an
opportunity to revitalise the social project of
secularism. Since the Indian state has failed to
support victims of oppressions sanctioned by
religion, a peaceful and democratic secularism
from below provides a vantage point from which
to carry out a much-needed internal critique and
reform of our own respective religions, to enable
their compatibility with constitutional values of
equality, liberty and justice. A collective push
from young men and women untainted by the
politics and ideological straitjacketing of the
recent past may help strengthen the social
struggle of emancipation from intra-religious
injustices. Those who most bene�t from
upholding these constitutional values, the
oppressed minorities, Dalits, women, citizens sick
to death with zealotry or crass commercialisation
of their faiths must together renew this project.

Inter-community relations
I am not suggesting that we must hereby ignore
inter-religious issues. But having itself produced
disharmony, it is surely beyond the capacity of the
current state to restore communal harmony. But
distance, freedom from mutual obsession, give
communities breathing space. Each can now
explore resources within to construct new ways of
living together. The issue here is not simple
retrieval of older, failed modes of religious
toleration. The political project of secularism
arose precisely because religious toleration no
longer worked. Needed today are new forms of
socio-religious reciprocity, crucial for the business
of everyday life and novel ways of reducing the
political alienation of citizens, a democratic de�cit
whose rami�cations go beyond the ambit of
secularism.

If a critique of religion is to come at least partly
from within, then its idiom must also draw from
local religiosities and the multiple languages in
which they �nd expression. A critique purely
from outside, one which is not partly immanent.
will not work. Nor can popular-democratic
struggles be taken over by middle-class
vanguardism. However, such struggles too need
support from intellectuals. But to be e�ective,
these intellectuals should already have learnt
from a wide variety of cultural traditions, both
natal and those outside their immediate ambit.
Only then will their voice carry weight, and be
heard.

Rajeev Bhargava is Professor, Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), Delhi

FROM THE ARCHIVES 

It is premature to pronounce the end of constitutional secularism; it has only su�ered a setback 

THE GIST
B Constitutional secularism
is marked by two features.
First, critical respect for all
religions. The second
feature is that the Indian
state should abandon strict
separation but keep a
principled distance from all
religions. 

B Party-political secularism,
however, is a nefarious
doctrine practised by all
political parties, including
by so-called ‘secular forces’.
This secularism has
dispelled all values from the
core idea and replaced them
with opportunism. It
upholds opportunistic
alliance with religious
communities, particularly for
the sake of immediate
electoral bene�t.

B For the moment, the
state-driven political project
of secularism and its legal
constitutional form appear
to have taken a hit. But this
‘setback’ can be turned into
an opportunity to revitalise
the social project of
secularism. A peaceful and
democratic secularism from
below provides a vantage
point from which to carry
out a much-needed internal
critique and reform of our
own respective religions, to
enable their compatibility
with constitutional values of
equality, liberty and justice.

Rajeev Bhargava
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The Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Yojana (PMGKY) has
reduced the probability of
people consuming less food
by 76% and cutting down on
the usage of utilities by 75%,
Union Finance Minister Nir-
mala Sitharaman said on
Wednesday, citing an inde-
pendent study. 

Stressing that the govern-
ment has been responsive to
crises, Ms. Sitharaman cited
a KPMG study done with
German institution Kfw,
which con�rmed that the
PMGKY, announced in 2020
amid the COVID-19 pandem-
ic, yielded good results.

“Overall, the study
showed that assistance un-
der the PMGKY reduced the
probability of borrowing
money for 67% of all the res-
pondents. So they lived their
lives with dignity, and that is
a study by an agency com-
pletely outside the govern-
ment and all of us can take
some comfort from it,” she
said. “When the government
looks at targeted approach
of providing assistance in-
stead of splashing money

and takes input from the
ground and does so quickly,
in a timely and very open
manner, the impact is there
for all of us to see,” she said
at an event to launch the
Iconic Week celebrations of
the Department of Econom-
ic A�airs. 

Health expenditure
Ms. Sitharaman also referred
to a study by an Indian
School of Business professor
which linked the Ayushman
Bharat scheme with a 21%

decline in out-of-pocket
health expenditure and an
8% fall in the tendency to
borrow for emergency
health purposes among
poor households.

Citing another study on
the Emergency Credit Li-
quidity Guarantee Scheme
(ECLGS), the Minister said
loans sanctioned have
crossed ₹3.19 lakh crore as of
March 2022, and this “hand-
holding has kept many peo-
ple a�oat during the pan-
demic”. 

‘Govt. scheme helped
poor live with dignity’
Finance Minister praises PMGKY; cites independent study
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

Reaching the needy: A worker distributing rations under the
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana to a bene�ciary. * PTI 
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The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has now joined
battle by pitching the need to ‘keep in�ation and
in�ationary expectations under check’ front and

centre of its policy approach. Just over a month after
the RBI’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided at
a surprise ‘o�-cycle’ meeting to raise interest rates for
the �rst time in almost four years, the rate setting panel
has followed up with a further 50 basis points increase
in the policy repo rate. Simultaneously, the MPC has
made it clear it no longer intends to ‘remain accommo-
dative’. It will instead stay focused on the withdrawal of
the pandemic-triggered accommodation as it races to
tame retail in�ation and anchor it within the 2%-6% tar-
get band. In acknowledgment of the herculean task it
faces, the MPC now projects retail in�ation to average
6.7% over the entire �scal year ending in March — a full
one percentage point increase from the 5.7% it forecast
in April. Price gains are now expected to accelerate at a
7.5% pace in the April-June quarter, a sizeable 120 basis
points faster than previously estimated, before printing
at 7.4% in Q2, a sharp 160 basis points quicker than
April’s projection of 5.8%. The headline CPI-based in�a-
tion is now seen stuck above the RBI’s upper tolerance
limit in Q3 as well, at 6.2%, before easing to 5.8% in the
fourth quarter. The MPC has listed a slew of factors
clouding the in�ation outlook: the war in Ukraine and
the consequent elevated commodity prices, the heat
wave stunting rabi crop output, high edible oil prices,
crude prices that continue to pose a pass-through risk
to domestic pump prices of fuels, increases in electric-
ity tari�s, and, crucially, manufacturing and services
�rms �agging input and output price pressures.

That in�ation looms large over every other aspect of
the outlook for the economy worldwide is also evident
from the MPC’s pointed reference to ‘growing stag�a-
tion concerns’ that are amplifying the volatility in glo-
bal �nancial markets. While the RBI has made brave to
retain its April forecast for GDP growth in the current
�scal at 7.2%, citing an ongoing recovery including in
contact-intensive services and an expected boost to ru-
ral consumption from rain-spurred kharif sowing and
output, a 37% ‘below normal’ start to the southwest
monsoon serves as an early cautionary augury. And it is
precisely the “headwinds from accelerating in�ation”
and the resultant ‘erosion of purchasing power of con-
sumers’ that the World Bank cited on Tuesday when it
cut its forecast for India’s GDP growth for this year by
50 basis points to 7.5%. The only silver lining is the RBI’s
�nding in a quick survey, post the May 21 excise duty
cuts on petrol and diesel, that show urban households’
three-months-ahead in�ation expectations have mod-
erated by 190 basis points. Governor Shaktikanta Das
has cited this �nding to underline that States too could
do their bit to soften in�ationary pressures by further
reducing their value-added taxes on fuels.

In�ation’s long shadow 
The Reserve Bank of India is �nally acting 

to rein in galloping prices 
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Monetary and �scal authori-
ties are taking steps to mod-
erate in�ation and push
growth, Department of Eco-
nomic A�airs Secretary Ajay
Seth said on Wednesday.

His comments came in
the backdrop of the RBI in-
creasing the key interest
rate by 50 basis points with
an aim to tame in�ation.

“There are domestic chal-
lenges and larger ones are
there in the global scenario.
Whatever it takes for mone-
tary and �scal authorities,
those actions are being ta-
ken. We (are working) to
moderate the in�ation (and)
at the same time keep the
growth e�orts as earlier,”
Mr. Seth told reporters.

Mr. Seth added that the

authorities were also work-
ing on the management of
the rupee and retaining the
�scal balance. 

“There cannot be any co-
pybook solution. As new in-
formation emerge, they are
analysed and whatever it
takes to meet those chal-
lenges, those measures will
be taken,” he added.

‘Authorities acting to curb
in�ation, bolster growth’
Rupee, �scal balance also priority: Seth
Press Trust of India
New Delhi

Ajay Seth
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The Reserve Bank may deliv-
er more rate increases dur-
ing the current �scal and
take key policy rates to well
above pre-pandemic levels,
said economists citing the
aggressive wording of the
monetary policy statement
around taming in�ation.

Earlier in the day, the
RBI’s Monetary Policy Com-
mittee (MPC) delivered a 50-
basis point (bps) increase in
the key policy rate to 4.9%
but left the cash reserve ra-
tio unchanged.

‘Aggressive tone’
Describing the monetary
policy announcement as ag-
gressive and moving beyond
just front-loading interest

rate increases, HDFC Bank
chief economist Abheek Ba-
rua said the central bank
seemed far more concerned
about in�ation now, which is
re�ected in the upward revi-
sion in its in�ation forecast
by 100 bps to 6.7% while re-
maining relatively more san-
guine on growth impulses.

The MPC was concerned
about the broad-based na-
ture of the rise in in�ation
and the risk of the second-
round impact on in�ation
expectations, Mr. Barua

said. Therefore, the policy
rate was likely to be raised
well beyond the pre-pan-
demic level, close to 6% by
the �scal year-end, he ad-
ded. Mr. Barua also said he
expected the rally in bond
yields to be short-lived amid
elevated oil prices and rising
global yields.

India Ratings principal
economist Sunil Kumar Sin-
ha said though rate actions
were expected to balance
the in�ation-growth dynam-
ics, the MPC had stated it
would remain focussed on
the withdrawal of accommo-
dation, as system liquidity
continued to be high with
daily absorption under the
Liquidity Adjustment Facili-
ty averaging ₹5.5 lakh crore
during May 4-31.

‘Benchmark rate may exceed
pre-pandemic level by March’
MPC worried about broad-based in�ation, says economist
Press Trust of India
Mumbai <> Expect rally in

bond yields to be
short-lived amid
high oil prices and
rising global yields

Abheek Barua
HDFC Bank chief economist 
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The pandemic and the on-
going geopolitical con�ict
may have “temporarily
overshadowed” the go-
vernment’s recent structu-
ral reforms like the Goods
and Services Tax (GST) and
the Insolvency and Bank-
ruptcy Code (IBC), but they
will spur India’s growth po-
tential higher once these
“clouds recede”, Chief Eco-
nomic Adviser V. Anantha
Nageswaran asserted on
Wednesday. 

He said the Indian eco-
nomy was facing consider-
able challenges at present
“both from global macro-
monetary policy and geo-
political developments”.

GST, IBC will
push growth
once clouds
recede: CEA 
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

CONTINUED ON � PAGE 12
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partment of Economic Af-
fairs (DEA) to mark the Aza-
di Ka Amrit Mahotsav
celebrations this week. 

“Some of the structural
reforms that the govern-
ment under the Prime Mi-
nister Shri Narendra Modi
such as the Goods and Ser-
vices Tax, Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code, etc.
might have been tempora-
rily overshadowed by ex-
ternal developments such
as the pandemic and now
the geopolitical con�ict,”
the CEA remarked. 

“However, once these
clouds recede, they will be-
gin to manifest their bene-
�ts and advantages in ad-
vancing India’s potential
growth in decades to come.
That is why India is now fo-
recasted by the IMF to
cross $5 trillion by 2026-27.
And if the dollar GDP of the
country doubles every se-
ven years, we will be at $20
trillion GDP by 2040 with a
per capita income of close
to $15,000,” he projected. 

Finance Minister Nirma-
la Sitharaman said that this
is the result of coherent
projects and the Centre
and States working togeth-
er and the existence of a
department that only fo-
cuses on the economy, the
DEA.

“Adroit and �exible policy-
making” would be crucial
to manage this year’s chal-
lenges of maintaining a sus-
tainably high growth rate,
moderate in�ation, keep
the �scal de�cit under ba-
lance, and ensure that “the
external value of the Indian
rupee remains stable”, he
noted, adding that the Fi-
nance Ministry was well
prepared for the balancing
act this entailed.

Imploring people to
“look beyond the current
concerns over in�ation,
prices of oil, food, fertiliz-
ers, and central bank inter-
est rates”, Mr. Nageswaran
said India had emerged out
of the previous decade with
its �nancial system re-
paired and improved, and
balance sheet strength in
the corporate, banking and
�nancial sectors.

“While we are de�nitely
focusing on the near-term
concerns and challenges.
We need to understand
that the medium-term fun-
damentals of the Indian
economy remain solid and
Indian economy is much
better placed than many
others in this world to face
the challenges that we are
currently encountering,”
Mr. Nageswaran noted at
an event hosted by the De-

GST, IBC will push
growth, says CEA 
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Reserve Bank of India Gover-
nor Shaktikanta Das on Wed-
nesday said the Indian eco-
nomy was well placed to
deal with current challenges.

“Indian economy has re-
mained resilient and it is
well placed to deal with the
challenges emanating from
the geopolitical develop-
ments,” Mr. Das said, while
replying to a question on
where India stood vis-a-vis
the global economy at the
post-policy press brie�ng.

“The banking sector re-
mains resilient and strong.
Overall, the macroeconomic
numbers also broadly look
alright,” the RBI chief added.
He said despite the deprecia-

tion of the Indian rupee, so
far it had been among the
better-performing curren-
cies in its peer group in
emerging market nations
and others.

“The �scal de�cit [target]
which was there in the Bud-

get for the last year has been
achieved. So, overall Indian
economy continues to be in
a resilient position. The re-
covery is getting traction and
it is re�ected in the sense
that capacity utilisation has
improved. The disbursal of

bank credit is also picking
up. Rural and urban demand
are also showing signs of
further improvement and
that is how we stand today.”

Recently, JPMorgan Chase
CEO Jamie Dimon had speak-
ing about the global econo-
my reportedly said that a
‘hurricane is right out there
down the road coming our
way’. And Tesla CEO Elon
Musk had spoken of a “super
bad feeling” about the eco-
nomy, while announcing job
cuts at the electric car �rm.

Mr. Das added that the
RBI expected the current ac-
count de�cit to remain at a
sustainable level and that
normal �ows would enable
“the �nancing” of the de�cit.

(With PTI inputs)

Indian economy well placed to
deal with challenges, says Das 
Rupee among better-performing currencies in emerging markets: RBI Governor
Lalatendu Mishra
Mumbai

No pitfalls: RBI expects the CAD to remain at a sustainable
level, says Governor Shaktikanta Das. * REUTERS
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The Reserve Bank of India’s
Monetary Policy Committee
(MPC) on Wednesday voted
unanimously to raise the re-
po rate by 50 basis points to
4.90% in a bid to slow in�a-
tion which it estimates will
average 7.5% in the current
April-June quarter.

The RBI’s move will in-
crease borrowing costs
across the board, from those
seeking loans to buy cars
and homes, to MSME �rms
looking to raise capital.

The MPC also decided to
remain focused on the with-
drawal of accommodation
which had been provided to
support the COVID-19 hit
economy, to ensure that in-
�ation remains within the
target going forward, while
supporting growth, RBI Go-
vernor Shaktikanta Das said

announcing the decision.
“In�ation has steeply in-

creased much beyond the
upper tolerance level. A
large part of the rise in in�a-
tion is primarily attributed
to a series of supply shocks
linked to the war [in Uk-
raine]. In these circumstanc-
es, we have started a gradual
and orderly withdrawal of

extraordinary accommoda-
tion instituted during the
pandemic,” he explained.

Based on the assumption
of a normal monsoon in
2022, and average crude oil
price (Indian basket) of $105
per barrel, retail in�ation
was now projected at 6.7% in
2022-23, with Q1 at 7.5%; Q2
at 7.4%; Q3 at 6.2%; and Q4 at

5.8%, with risks evenly ba-
lanced, the RBI said.

About 75% of the increase
in in�ation projections could
be attributed to the food
group, Mr. Das said, observ-
ing that “the recent spike in
tomato prices” were adding
to food in�ation. 

Growth forecast
The MPC retained its fore-
cast for real GDP growth for
2022-23 at 7.2%. Output
would expand by 16.2% in
Q1, by 6.2% in Q2, 4.1% in Q3
and 4.0% in Q4, the RBI said.

“Further rate hikes re-
main clearly on the table,
with the reference to the re-
vised repo rate of 4.9% re-
maining below the pre-pan-
demic level,” said ICRA chief
economist Aditi Nayar.

RBI raises rates to tame in�ation 
MPC increases repo rate by 50 basis points, lifts FY23 in�ation estimate to 6.7%
Lalatendu Mishra
Mumbai

CONTINUED ON � PAGE 12
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nesday, Mr. Das added.
“We foresee further repo

hikes of 35 bps and 25 bps,
respectively, in the next two
policies,” Ms. Nayar of ICRA
said.

Not surprisingly, central
banks were reorienting and
recalibrating their mone-
tary policies, Mr. Das said.
Emerging market econo-
mies (EMEs) were facing big-
ger challenges from in-
creased market turbulence,
monetary policy shifts in ad-
vanced economies (AEs)
and their spillovers. 

Mr. Das said that the RBI
would continue to be proac-
tive and decisive in mitigat-
ing the fallout of the ongo-
ing geopolitical crisis on the
economy.

Mr. Das stressed that bet-
ween February and April,
headline in�ation had in-
creased by about 170 basis
points (bps). 

“With no resolution of
the war in sight and the up-
side risks to in�ation, pru-
dent monetary policy mea-
sures would ensure that the
second-round e�ects of sup-
ply side shocks on the eco-
nomy are contained and
long-term in�ation expecta-
tions remain �rmly an-
chored and in�ation gra-
dually aligns close to the
target,” he said.

The baseline in�ation
projection of 6.7% for 2022-
23 did not take into account
the impact of monetary pol-
icy actions taken on Wed-

RBI raises rates 
to tame in�ation
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The Union Cabinet on Wed-
nesday raised the minimum
support price (MSP) for pad-
dy by ₹100 a quintal for the
Kharif season of 2022-23.
The rates for 14 crops have
been increased in the range
of 4% to 8%. 

This is similar to the in-
crease in MSP in 2021-22,
which was in the range of 1%
to 7%.

At a press brie�ng after a
meeting of the Union Cabi-
net, Information and Broad-
casting Minister Anurag Tha-
kur said Indian agriculture
had scaled new heights in
the past eight years because
of the government’s beej se
bazar tak (seed to market)
vision. 

“In today’s Cabinet meet-
ing chaired by Prime Minis-
ter Narendra Modi, it has
been decided that MSP rates
for all varieties of 14 kharif
crops have been increased.” 

To boost morale
Mr. Thakur said the new
rates had been announced
before the beginning of the
sowing season, for assured
returns to the farmers and to
boost their morale. 

It would give farmers an
indication of the price they
would get and help them de-
cide which crops to grow.

Paddy is the main Kharif
crop, the sowing of which
has already begun. The MSP
for paddy (common), which
was ₹1,940 a quintal in 2021-
22, and paddy (grade A),
which was ₹1,960 a quintal,
had increased by ₹100. The
highest increase had been
for two varieties of jowar at
the rate of 8%. And the low-
est increase of ₹92 had been
for maize, whose price was
₹1,870.

The present increase

comes against the backdrop
of spiralling input rates, es-
pecially due to a sharp in-
crease in fertilizer rates. Mr.
Thakur said that the govern-
ment’s fertilizer subsidy bill
had also simultaneously in-
creased. 

Doubled subsidy
“In spite of the global in-
crease in prices of fertilizers,
this year, we are giving subsi-
dy worth ₹2.1 lakh crore.
This is double what the go-
vernment was paying last
year, which was ₹1 lakh
crore. We haven’t let the bur-
den pass on to the farmers,”

he said. The announcement
did not generate positive
sentiment among the farm
unions. 

All-India Kisan Sabha
leader Hannan Mollah said
that such incremental in-
crease in prices would not
make a di�erence. 

He dismissed the announ-
cement as an e�ort to hood-
wink the farmers. “Fertiliz-
ers are selling at the price of
gold and such marginal in-
creases will not make a
dent,” he said.

No statutory compulsion
Krantikari Kisan Union lead-
er Darshan Pal Singh said the
fundamental problem still
remained, that the MSP was
not a statutory compulsion. 

“The government, at the
end of the day, only procures
four crops and that too from
select States. We have been
saying that the minimum
bidding for the crop should
begin from the MSP on-
wards. We shall begin the se-
cond round of our agitation
for this soon,” he said.

The increase have been
announced at a time when
the government is struggling
to procure crops in the wake
of a high demand because of

global supply disruption.
Farmers are selling crops in
the open market since they
are getting better rates.

The Congress, mean-
while, said the rate of in-
crease of MSP by the Naren-
dra Modi government was
far lower than what was
done during the United Pro-
gressive Alliance regime. 

Sharing comparative sta-
tistics, Rajya Sabha member
and senior Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh said, “The
Prime Minister promised to
double farmers’ income by
2022…that has remained a
jumla. All he has managed to
do is increase their costs.
The numbers show how the
UPA government consistent-
ly stood by the farmers and
expose the hollow claims of
the BJP.”

According to the chart he
produced, the increase for
paddy, for example, from
2005-06 to 2013-14 was
130%, while the increase
from 2014-15 to 2022-23 un-
der the BJP government, is
50%. 

In all the 14 crops that
were compared, the rate of
hike during the UPA was
higher than that of the BJP
government.

Ahead of sowing, Kharif MSP revealed
Congress says govt. has not matched UPA-era raise; AIKS says incremental increases won’t help
Sobhana K. Nair
New Delhi
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The Chinese activity level in
eastern Ladakh is “eye-open-
ing” and some of the infras-
tructure being created in its
Western Theatre Command
is “alarming”, a top U.S. Gen-
eral said on Wednesday.
Speaking on the regional sit-
uation, he said that what Chi-
na was doing today by taking
an “incremental and insi-
dious path” and the “destabi-
lising and coercive beha-
viour” that it projected into
the region were simply “not
helpful”.

Against this backdrop, In-
dia and the U.S. are set to
hold the bilateral Army exer-
cise in the high-altitude area
in October.

“I believe that the activity
level is eye-opening. I think
some of the infrastructure
that is being created in the
Western Theatre Command
is alarming. And so, much

like across all of their mili-
tary arsenal, one has to ask
the question, why? The ques-
tion comes as to what are
their intentions,” General
Charles A. Flynn, Comman-
der of U.S. Army Paci�c,
said, speaking to a select
group of journalists.

Concerning behaviour
“I think that the talks, that
are going on, are helpful, but
behaviour matters here as
well. So I think understand-
ing what they are saying is
one thing, but the way they
are acting and behaving is
concerning and should be
concerning to everyone, and
I think it is,” he added.

Stating that the “destabi-
lising and coercive beha-
viour” that the Chinese Com-
munist Party (CCP) and the
People’s Republic of China
(PRC) project into the region
were simply not helpful,
General Flynn said it was

worthy for like-minded
countries to work together as
a counterweight.

General Flynn also
stressed the centrality of
land power, and said that Ar-
mies and land power in this
region were the security ar-
chitecture that bind the re-
gion together, which he also
reiterated at a round-table
discussion on the impor-
tance of land power in the In-

do-Paci�c organised by the
Observer Research
Foundation.

After the beginning of the
stand-o� in eastern Ladakh
in April 2020, India and Chi-
na had forward-deployed
thousands of troops along
the Line of Actual Control
(LoC) in the area who largely
continue to remain de-
ployed, with the disengage-
ment and de-escalation still

incomplete. To a question
during the round-table on
the U.S. assistance to India
during the stand-o�, he said
that in addition to sharing of
insights, the U.S. had also ac-
celerated transfer of extreme
climate weather systems and
di�erent types of ammuni-
tions, including for M-777 ho-
witzers, among other
capabilities.

On the military-to-military
interactions between the Ar-
mies of India and the U.S.,
General Flynn referred to the
Army sta� talks held in Ha-
waii in June and remarked
that the exchange of infor-
mation between “what the
Indian Army delegation ex-
pressed to us and we were
able to share with them was
profound”.

The General will be visit-
ing the Army’s Eastern Com-
mand in Kolkata on Thurs-
day. 

The General also laid a lot

of emphasis on the bilateral
Army exercise Yudh Abhyas,
and said the next edition of
the exercise, to be hosted by
India, would be held at an al-
titude of 9,000 feet to
10,000 feet in October and
would see very high-level
joint operations at high alti-
tude. 

General Flynn said the
joint operations at high alti-
tude in both countries would
involve bringing in new tech-
nology, working on opera-
tional concepts, applying
new concepts such as air-
ground integration like Air
Force assets, attack aviation,
sustainment, medical evac-
uation and information ex-
change on a real-time basis.

He said these joint opera-
tions and sharing practices
increased everybody’s readi-
ness to respond to whatever
crisis that may occur and so
had a “deterrent e�ect”
across the region. 

Chinese activity in Ladakh ‘eye-opening’: U.S. Army General
Joint operations and sharing practices increases everybody’s readiness to respond to crisis, says General Charles A. Flynn

Working together: Chief of Army Sta� General Manoj Pande
with General Charles Flynn, in New Delhi on Tuesday. * PTI

Dinakar Peri
NEW DELHI



General Studies Paper I

A
History of Indian culture will cover the salient aspects of art forms, literature and architecture from
ancient to modern times;

B
Modern Indian history from about the middle of the eighteenth century until the present-significant
events, personalities, issues;

C
Freedom struggle-its various stages and important contributors / contributions from different parts of
the country;

D Post-independence consolidation and reorganization within the country;

E
History of the world will include events from 18th century such as industrial revolution, world wars,
re-drawal of national boundaries, colonization, decolonization,

F
Political philosophies like communism, capitalism, socialism etc.-their forms and effect on the
society

G Salient features of Indian Society, Diversity of India;

H Effects of globalization on Indian society;

I Role of women and women’s organization;

J Social empowerment, communalism, regionalism & secularism

K Salient features of world’s physical geography;

L
Geographical features and their location- changes in critical geographical features (including water
bodies and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effects of such changes;

M Important Geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, Tsunami, Volcanic activity, cyclone etc.

N
Distribution of key natural resources across the world (including South Asia and the Indian
subcontinent);

O
Factors responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in various
parts of the world (including India);

P Population and associated issues;

Q Urbanization, their problems and their remedies

  

General Studies Paper II
A India and its neighbourhood- relations;

B Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate;
C Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests;

D
Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India’s
interests.

E
Indian Constitution, historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, significant provisions
and basic structure;

F Comparison of the Indian Constitutional scheme with other countries;

G
Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges pertaining to the
federal structure, devolution of powers and finances up to local levels and challenges therein;
Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

H
Parliament and State Legislatures - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these;

I
Structure, organization and functioning of the executive and the judiciary, Ministries and
Departments;
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J Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and institutions;

K
Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and responsibilities of various
Constitutional bodies;

L Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies;

M
Mechanisms, laws, institutions and bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these
vulnerable sections;

N Salient features of the Representation of People’s Act;

O
Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-governance- applications,
models, successes, limitations, and potential;

P Citizens charters, transparency & accountability and institutional and other measures;

Q Issues relating to poverty and hunger,

R
Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States, Performance
of these schemes;

S
Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to education
and human resources;

T Issues relating to development and management of social sector / services relating to health

  
General Studies Paper III

A
Indian Economy and issues relating to planning, mobilization of resources, growth, development
and employment;

B
Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial
growth;

C Inclusive growth and issues arising from it;

D Infrastructure Energy, Ports, Roads, Airports, Railways etc. Government budgeting;

E Land reforms in India

F
Major crops, cropping patterns in various parts of the country, different types of irrigation and
irrigation systems;

G Storage, transport and marketing of agricultural produce and issues and related constraints;
H e-technology in the aid of farmers; Technology Missions; Economics of Animal-Rearing.

I
Issues of buffer stocks and food security, Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning,
limitations, revamping;

J
Food processing and related industries in India – scope and significance, location, upstream and
downstream requirements, supply chain management;

K Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices

L Awareness in the fields of IT, Space, Computers, robotics, nano-technology, bio-technology;

M Indigenization of technology and developing new technology;
N Developments and their applications and effects in everyday life;
O Issues relating to intellectual property rights

P Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation, environmental impact assessment

Q Disaster and disaster management

R
Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security;

S Money-laundering and its prevention;
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T Various forces and their mandate;

U Security challenges and their management in border areas;

V Linkages of organized crime with terrorism;

W Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security;

X Linkages between development and spread of extremism.

  
General Studies Paper IV

A Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions;
B Dimensions of ethics;

C
Ethics in private and public relationships. Human Values - lessons from the lives and teachings of
great leaders, reformers and administrators;

D Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.
E Attitude: Content, structure, function; its influence and relation with thought and behaviour;
F Moral and political attitudes;
G Social influence and persuasion.

H
Aptitude and foundational values for Civil Service , integrity, impartiality and non-partisanship,
objectivity, dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and compassion towards the weaker
sections.

I Emotional intelligence-concepts, and their utilities and application in administration and governance.
J Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.
K Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems;
L Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions;
M Laws, rules, regulations and conscience as
N sources of ethical guidance;

O
Accountability and ethical governance; strengthening of ethical and moral values in governance;
ethical issues in international relations and funding;

P Corporate governance.
Q Probity in Governance: Concept of public service;
R Philosophical basis of governance and probity;

S
Information sharing and transparency in government, Right to Information, Codes of Ethics, Codes
of Conduct, Citizen’s Charters, Work culture, Quality of service delivery, Utilization of public funds,
challenges of corruption.

T Case Studies on above issues.
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